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a b s t r a c t

Autobiographical episodic recall involves active simultaneous generation and binding of various elements
that were present during the initial experience. Deficits in this reconstructive process may account for
some aspects of retrograde amnesia (RA) for personally experienced events. Constructive and reconstruc-
tive processes may involve similar mechanisms. If so, patients with extensive anterograde amnesia (AA)
and RA should show deficits in non-recollective cognitive domains, such as imagining events that had
never been experienced and recounting non-personal narratives, that presumably rely on constructive
and re-constructive processes, respectively. To test these possibilities, patient K.C., who has severe AA
and RA for personal episodes, was asked to generate fictional events and to recall and recognize details
of well-known fairy tales and bible stories. K.C.’s performance on both tasks was better than expected
given his severely impaired autobiographical episodic memory (AM), but significantly worse than that
of control participants. K.C. was able to create a skeletal outline for both types of narratives, providing
sufficient information to convey their gist, but the narratives were fragmented and lacking in detail. This

deficit cannot be explained as resulting entirely from deficient stored semantic knowledge, because K.C.
was able to discriminate between true and false details of non-personal semantic narratives on a recogni-
tion test, which he cannot do for personal events [Gilboa, A., Winocur, G., Rosenbaum, R.S., Poreh, A., Gao,
F., Black, S.E., Westmacott, R., & Moscovitch, M. (2006a). Hippocampal contributions to recollection in
retrograde and anterograde amnesia. Hippocampus, 16, 966–980]. Thus, retrograde AM impairment may
be viewed as both a loss of information as well as a deficit in reconstructive processes that hamper or

forma
prevent the binding of in

Endel Tulving’s reputation as an authority in memory research
nd theory was well-established before he met K.C., a person
ith severe anterograde amnesia (AA) and extensive retrograde

mnesia (RA) for autobiographical episodes. Although Endel’s ideas
nfluenced empirical and theoretical advances in the cognitive neu-
oscience of memory, until he met K.C. his own work never left the
onfines of behavioral, experimental psychology. Almost from the
Please cite this article in press as: Rosenbaum, R. S., et al. Amnesia as an im
fictional, and semantic narratives in K.C. Neuropsychologia (2009), doi:10.1

eginning, Endel, K.C., and K.C.’s family developed a fruitful scien-
ific partnership. It is not overstating the truth to say that Endel’s
ollaboration with K.C. was at the centre of many of the major
dvances in human memory research in the last quarter century (for
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tion to generate a cohesive, detail-rich memory.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

a detailed review, see Rosenbaum et al., 2005). The current paper
expands on findings presented at the Cognitive Neuroscience Soci-
ety Meeting (Rosenbaum, McKinnon, Levine, & Moscovitch, 2003),
as described in our 2005 review of studies with K.C., the topic of
which has caught people’s attention since the publication of a more
extensive series of amnesic cases by Hassabis, Kumaran, Vann, and
Maguire (2007). In honour of Endel’s 80th birthday celebration, we
thought it fitting to present these findings, as they address issues
on reconstructive processes in autobiographical memory (AM) that
are at the forefront of new developments in memory research and
theory.

Early observations that K.C. was no more able to imagine details
pairment of detail generation and binding: Evidence from personal,
016/j.neuropsychologia.2008.11.028

of future personal events than of past ones (Rosenbaum et al., 2005;
Tulving, 1985, 2002; Tulving, Schacter, McLachlan, & Moscovitch,
1988) suggested that a common substrate may underlie AM and
future imagining. These findings led to more systematic examina-
tion of the ability to generate events that never occurred in one’s

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2008.11.028
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00283932
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/neuropsychologia
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ast in the absence of AM in another amnesic person, D.B. Klein,
oftus, and Kihlstrom (2002) first documented that D.B. had sim-
lar difficulties to K.C. in reconstructing past personal events and
onstructing future ones in response to a structured questionnaire.
hey demonstrated that this deficit did not extend to constructing
ossible public events, though the questions posed did not appear
o promote the generation of detailed narrative responses. More
ecently, using brief descriptions of commonplace scenes as cues,
assabis, Kumaran, and Vann, et al. (2007) reported an impaired
bility to imagine new experiences in a group of amnesic persons
ith AM impairment. The imagined events were short on detail and

acked spatial coherence.
There are a number of interpretations of these data, ranging from

eficits in autonoetic consciousness/self-projection and scene con-
truction to binding of details and loss of details from storage. Endel
imself proposed that amnesia for episodic events is related to

mpaired autonoetic (self-knowing) consciousness, a type of aware-
ess that allows for the subjective re-experiencing of past personal
vents, as well as of imagining possible future events in which one
ight participate (Tulving, 1985).
Several related proposals have built on this idea. Buckner and

arroll focused on “self-projection” as the crucial common com-
onent in AM, future cognition, and related abilities, including

magining others’ thoughts and feelings (theory of mind, ToM) and
ertain aspects of navigation (Buckner & Carroll, 2007; but see
osenbaum, Stuss, Levine, & Tulving, 2007; Rosenbaum et al., 2000).
owever, because the amnesic participants in Hassabis, Kumaran,
nd Vann, et al. (2007) showed impairment even when they were
ot explicitly required to imagine themselves in a scene, it was
rgued that deficits in self-projection are not the root of the dis-
rder. Instead, these researchers proposed a third alternative that
mpairment of cognitive processes implicated in scene construction
ccounted for deficits in AM and future cognition.

Another view is that AM loss results from impaired relational
rocessing that involves binding of co-occurring elements of an
vent (Davachi, 2006; Eichenbaum, 2004; Eichenbaum, Otto, &
ohen, 1994; Ryan, Althoff, Whitlow, & Cohen, 2000) that oper-
te as much at acquisition as at retrieval, and may be necessary
or constructing new imagined events (Schacter, Addis, & Buckner,
007; Schacter et al., 2008). Such binding processes account for
cene construction deficits and may also subserve non-spatial func-
ions, such as future planning and problem solving. More generally,
A may reflect a deficit in reconstructing or reassembling details of
he past, an ability that is needed to simulate future events, rather
han a primary loss of details from storage (Schacter, 1999; Schacter
t al., 2007, 2008). It is conceivable, however, that deficits in binding
s well as loss of information underlie the full spectrum of deficits in
A. By this account, K.C.’s memory loss for personal incidents may
e symptomatic of a general inability to generate details and/or bind
hem into a coherent representation. If so, he should find it equally
ifficult to construct detailed narratives of events that were never
xperienced, whether they resemble commonplace activities from
hildhood to more recent years, as to reconstruct detailed episodic
nd semantic narratives from long-term knowledge.

Here, we report two experiments in an attempt to narrow down
hese interpretations. In the first experiment, K.C.’s ability to con-
truct stories of events that he never experienced was compared
o ones that he had experienced, to determine if loss of episodic
nformation contributes to his AM deficit. If such information is
ecessary for personal episodic memory, K.C.’s narratives should
e impaired more for real than for imaginary scenarios relating
Please cite this article in press as: Rosenbaum, R. S., et al. Amnesia as an im
fictional, and semantic narratives in K.C. Neuropsychologia (2009), doi:10.1

o himself, because in the latter case, he is free to draw on other
on-personal knowledge to create fictional events.

The second experiment was designed to determine if a deficit in
inding could account for loss of reconstructive memory by elim-

nating the requirement for self-projection and by ensuring the
 PRESS
hologia xxx (2009) xxx–xxx

availability of all the details needed to construct the narrative. To
do so, we tested K.C.’s ability to recall non-personal semantic nar-
ratives in the form of well-known fairy tales and bible stories. A
recognition version was used to verify that K.C. had knowledge of
all the elements within the narrative prior to engaging in a con-
struction process. If self-projection is not needed and all elements
are available, then any deficit exhibited by K.C. may be attributed
to faulty reconstructive processes. A secondary goal in both exper-
iments was to determine whether deficits in representing spatial
details contribute to any deficiencies in performance by using a
detailed scoring method that takes into account the richness of the
narratives in terms of both the number and quality of details gen-
erated (Levine, Svoboda, Hay, Winocur, & Moscovitch, 2002). Since
the non-personal semantic narratives used in Experiment 2 con-
tain little spatial content compared to interpersonal aspects (see
also Dyer, Shatz, & Wellman, 2000; Mar & Oatley, 2008), any deficits
observed on this test are unlikely to be due solely to deficits in scene
construction.

1. Methods and Results

1.1. Participants

K.C. was 52 years old at the time of testing. He is right-handed with 15 years
of formal education and suffered irreversible amnesia as a consequence of a trau-
matic brain injury from a motorcycle accident in 1981. Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) performed in 1996 revealed a pattern of diffuse brain damage that includes
almost complete loss of hippocampal tissue and clear signs of atrophy to the parahip-
pocampus in both hemispheres (see Rosenbaum et al., 2005). Also of note is a large
lesion in left occipital–temporal cortex, which extends into retrosplenial cortex,
as well as lesions to medial occipital–temporal–parietal, medial occipital, and left
frontal–parietal regions. Other limbic structures such as the mammillary bodies, the
septal area, and the fornices are also noticeably atrophic. Neuropsychological exam-
ination conducted at the time of experimental testing are reported in Rosenbaum
et al. (2005) and described only briefly here. Mental status on the Dementia Rating
Scale was above the cutoff for dementia, with most points lost on the memory sub-
scale. K.C. received a Verbal, Performance, and Full-Scale IQ of 99 on the Wechsler
Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence. Language, visuospatial, and executive functions
were likewise intact on a wide range of tests, other than phonemic fluency, which
was in the borderline range. In contrast, K.C. was severely impaired on verbal and
nonverbal tests of anterograde memory, including the Logical Memory subtest of
the Wechsler Memory Scale—Revised (scaled scores of 4 and 0 on immediate and
delayed recall, respectively), California Verbal Learning Test (acquisition: T = 12,
short delay recall: Z = −4, long delay recall: Z = −4, and recognition discriminabil-
ity: Z = −3), Rey Osterrieth Complex Figure (0/36 on delayed recall), and Warrington
Recognition Memory Test (26/50 on words, 25/50 on faces). Finally, performance on
standardized measures of autobiographical memory (Kopelman et al., 1990; Levine
et al., 2002) verifies AA and RA for personal incidents and personal semantics.

Comparisons in performance were made with two groups of controls. The
first group was tested on the fictional event test and included 4 men, closely
matched in age (M = 54, S.D. = 3.4, range = 52–59) and education (M = 15.3, S.D. = 1.5,
range = 14–17). The second group was tested on the semantic narrative test and
included 6 men, matched in age (M = 53.2, S.D. = 3.03, range = 42–57) and educa-
tion (M = 15.6, S.D. = 1.14, range = 14–17). All controls were right-handed and free
from any neurological or psychiatric disorder and substance abuse. Informed writ-
ten consent was obtained from each participant according to the ethical guidelines
of the Baycrest Ethics Review Board in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

1.2. Fictional event test

1.2.1. Procedure
K.C. and control participants were tested on a fictional event task designed to

elicit in imagination events sampled from different life periods. The events were
plausible in the context of the participants’ lives but they had never occurred. This
test was designed to determine if K.C.’s AM deficit is specific to memory stor-
age/retrieval or reflects a more general deficit in generation and binding together
of details that is distinct from memory but, nevertheless, influences it. Using an
interview structure and scoring procedure similar to the Autobiographical Inter-
view (Levine et al., 2002), participants were asked to rely on their imagination and
invent a detailed story about an event that they had never experienced but that was
pairment of detail generation and binding: Evidence from personal,
016/j.neuropsychologia.2008.11.028

plausible from each of five specified life periods (childhood, adolescence, early adult
life, middle adult life, and the past year). If unable to generate an event for any of
the time periods in the free generation condition (akin to the ‘free recall’ condition
in the Autobiographical Interview), a list of events that were known never to have
been experienced (verified by a close family member or friend) were provided for
each time period. Participants were instructed that a fictitious event must not last

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2008.11.028
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ig. 1. Total number of details generated by K.C. and controls for internal (top row
eriods when freely generated (left column) and when specific probes were made
roup.

or more than a few hours and were asked to imagine that they were personally
xperiencing the event at a specific time and place as they provided the description.
he narratives were recorded verbatim and later transcribed for scoring purposes.
ollowing the free generation condition, predetermined cues were used to gauge
he limits of detail generation by providing additional structure. Task instructions
emained in full view throughout the session, and reminders in the form of excerpts
rom K.C.’s own constructions were provided when needed to ensure that his antero-
rade memory deficit was not affecting his ability to remain on track while telling
fictional story. At the end of the interview, participants and their family members
ere questioned to further ensure that specific details of the constructed events did
Please cite this article in press as: Rosenbaum, R. S., et al. Amnesia as an im
fictional, and semantic narratives in K.C. Neuropsychologia (2009), doi:10.1

ot resemble ones that had been experienced in the past.
Scoring was conducted by two independent raters who were highly trained on

he Autobiographical Interview and blind to group assignment. Fictional details
ontained within the resulting narratives were first characterized as internal
episodic-like) or external (mostly semantic-like or schematic). Internal details were
hen categorized as central to the main event or as temporal, spatial, perceptual, or

Fig. 2. Representative sample of a fictional event freely generated by K.C. (to
ernal (middle row), and ratings (bottom row) categories across five imagined life
ble (right column). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean for the control

emotional. External details were categorized as tangential/unrelated to the main
event, semantic-like, repetitions, or metacognitive/editorializing. The number of
details in each category was counted. Complementary qualitative ratings were also
assigned to each of the internal detail categories, with the possibility of attaining
a maximum of 3 points for each category except for detail richness, which was
extended to 6 points to capture better the overall experiential nature of the narra-
tives (i.e., overall maximum = 18 points). Quantitative and qualitative analyses were
included in order to account for the possibility that two narratives that otherwise
appear to be equally rich based on qualitative criteria may differ, nonetheless, on the
number and type of details provided. Only a few minor discrepancies were noted
pairment of detail generation and binding: Evidence from personal,
016/j.neuropsychologia.2008.11.028

between the raters, and these were resolved by discussion.

1.2.2. Results
K.C. was unable to generate a single detail unless supplied with a list of topics

and a feasible introductory sentence. Similar to the results from the Autobiograph-
ical Interview (for comparison, see Rosenbaum, McKinnon, Levine, & Moscovitch,

p) and by a control (bottom) in response to the childhood life period.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2008.11.028
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1.3.2.2. Recognition. On recognition of details pertaining to the semantic narratives,
K.C. showed few deficits, if any (presented in Fig. 4). His hit rate was 0.84, equivalent
to controls’ lower range of 0.85. His false alarm rate, however, was 0.2, slightly higher
than that of any of the other participants. Nonetheless, his overall performance
indicates relatively intact discrimination ability.
ARTICLEG Model
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004), K.C. had great difficulty generating fictional stories from any supposed time
eriod in the free generation condition (data presented in Fig. 1; see Fig. 2 for sample
arratives). Specifically, performance was significantly worse than that of controls

or the three most remote time periods (childhood: −2.32, p = 0.05; adolescence:
2.26, p = 0.05; early adulthood: −4.12, p = 0.01) and approached significance for

he two most recent time periods (mid adulthood: −2.04, p < 0.07; past year: −1.93,
= 0.07). Qualitative ratings indicated a similar pattern, with significantly worse per-

ormance for all premorbid time periods (childhood: −3.37, p = 0.02; adolescence:
6.32, p = 0.004; early adulthood: −2.34, p = 0.05; mid adulthood: −6.5, p < 0.004)
nd a trend towards significance for the past year (−1.76, p < 0.09). The number of
etails generated by K.C. increased with structured probing. However, performance
emained significantly below control levels for all but the mid adulthood time period
or quantitative analysis of internal details, which approached significance (child-
ood: −3.92, p = 0.01; adolescence: −2.4, p < 0.05; early adulthood: −4.8, p < 0.01;
id adulthood: −2.14, p = 0.06; past year: −2.74, p < 0.04), and for all time periods
hen based on qualitative ratings (childhood: −6.98, p = 0.003; adolescence: −2.52,
< 0.05; early adulthood: −8.94, p = 0.001; mid adulthood: −6.71, p = 0.003; past
ear: −9.69, p = 0.001). Analysis of external details yielded similar results for both
ree generation (childhood: −1.62, ns; adolescence: −2.14, p = 0.06; early adulthood:
1.74, p = 0.09; mid adulthood: −1.5, ns; past year: −4.16, p = 0.01) and structured
robing (childhood: −1.38, ns; adolescence: −1.67, ns; early adulthood: −1.12, ns;
id adulthood: −1.82, p = 0.08; past year: −3.25, p = 0.02).

Overall, K.C. was able to invent stories from beginning to end in response to event
opics that were plausible, but the stories were without the richness in detail typical
f the fictional incidents created by control participants. Nonetheless, unlike his in-
bility to describe real-life events in a test of AM, what little was told was sequential
n nature and seemed to possess a somewhat episodic flavour. Notwithstanding
his, his fictional narratives lacked the contextual and perceptual qualities as well as
emantic content to simulate complete personal reliving of each event (see Fig. 2).

.3. Semantic narrative test

.3.1. Procedure
K.C.’s impaired performance on the fictional event test suggests that his deficit

ay be exacerbated by, but is not limited to, a loss of episodic details. Moreover,
reliminary testing using highly improbable occurrences (UFO visit, winning the lot-
ery) yielded comparable results, suggesting that it is unlikely that K.C.’s impairment
s due to reliance on actual past experiences. Thus, non-personal semantic narratives

ere used to test if his deficit occurs when binding is necessary for task performance,
ut when neither self-projection nor memory for event details is required.

.3.1.1. Free recall. This semantic cue-word test required participants to retrieve
etails of commonly known complex semantic narratives (fairy tales and bible sto-
ies), which were acquired long before the onset of K.C.’s amnesia (Gilboa et al.,
006b). Participants were first asked to rate their familiarity with the following
airy tales and bible stories (using a Likert scale of 1 = vaguely familiar to 5 = very
amiliar): Little Red Riding Hood, Snow White, Jack and the Beanstalk, Hansel and
retel, Moses and the Exodus, Noah’s Ark, a Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden.
articipants then recounted the four narratives that they rated as most familiar and
ere prompted to provide as many details as possible. Responses were recorded,

ranscribed, and scored according to the total number of details (true details, errors,
r repetitions) generated for each narrative. General prompting was used to encour-
ge recall of as many details as possible (“can you remember anything else?” or
what else happened?”). If, despite their high rating, participants could not recall
ny detail of the story, a set of pre-determined cues, one per story, were used as
rompts (e.g., ‘If I tell you the word ‘giant’ can you recall anything from the story?’).
verall richness and coherence scores were derived from analyses of the narratives
s follows:

1. Richness score: narratives were scored by segmenting the verbal output into infor-
mational bits (Gilboa et al., 2006b; Levine et al., 2002) and categorizing details
into one of four categories: event details (ED), perceptual/description (P/D), rep-
etitions, and meta-cognitive statements. ED was defined as any detail conveying
essential information regarding the story (e.g., “Little Red Riding Hood met a
wolf”), whereas P/D was defined as any detail conveying information that is not
essential to the storyline but that adds information that is either perceptual in
nature (“the castle was black”), or descriptive in a way that qualifies an ED but
does not change the storyline (“the dwarfs were kindhearted”). Erroneous details
were not omitted from the overall score as few errors were made and the focus
of the study was the way a story is conveyed rather than its accuracy. Inter-rater
agreement for 10 randomly selected narratives scored was 88%.

. Coherence score: a coherence score was derived to capture how well a narrative
conveyed the main themes of a story and whether it followed the correct order
of events or was fragmented and patchy. To this end, each original story was
Please cite this article in press as: Rosenbaum, R. S., et al. Amnesia as an im
fictional, and semantic narratives in K.C. Neuropsychologia (2009), doi:10.1

divided into 12 main themes that constitute the storyline and numbered 1–12
based on the order of appearance. Themes were independently determined by
two raters (R.S.R. and A.G.), with disagreements (which were fewer than 10%)
resolved through discussion. To determine a coherence score, the number of
themes appearing in each narrative was counted and their order of appearance
was noted. One point was given for each theme that appeared later than its actual
Fig. 3. Mean number of details by types generated per script by K.C. and healthy con-
trols on free recall of semantic scripts. Error bars represent maximum and minimum
scores by controls. ED, event detail; P/D, perception/description.

position in the storyline. (e.g., a thematic order of 2, 4, 5, 3, 6 was awarded 2 points
because theme 3 appeared later than themes 4 and 5). This score was expressed
as a ratio of the total themes generated for each narrative, with 0 expressing a
correct order of themes and higher ratio expressing less coherent stories.

1.3.1.2. Recognition. A recognition version of this test was also administered to
determine if K.C.’s performance was affected by a general difficulty in retrieval or ver-
bal fluency. Participants were presented with the title of each of the four stories they
recalled earlier on a computer monitor (Gilboa et al., 2006b). Forty sentences (half
true and half false) that told the story in chronological order were presented one at
a time on the screen, and participants were required to indicate with a button press
if the sentence was correct. The title of the story appeared on the screen through-
out, as did reminders of the mapping of the response keys. Participants had 10 s to
respond to each sentence before it disappeared from the screen, though responses
made after the time limit were also noted. Participants were required to rate their
confidence level in judging the accuracy of each sentence (high or low) before pro-
ceeding to the next sentence. In a previous study, K.C. was administered a similar
recognition test for 6 retrograde and 2 anterograde autobiographical events (Gilboa
et al., 2006a), allowing for comparisons with his present performance.

1.3.2. Results
1.3.2.1. Recall. Fig. 3 presents the results of the free recall of semantic narratives for
K.C. and the group of matched controls. K.C. showed severe deficits in generation of
details for the narratives selected, producing on average 14.5 event details and only
1.75 perceptual/descriptive details, well below the range of controls, but not at floor.
He had more repetitions, as would be expected given his memory impairment, and
roughly the same number of meta-cognitive statements.

Coherence scores: Despite his poor performance in terms of richness of details,
K.C.’s performance was within the lower bounds of the range of performance of con-
trols, producing on average 5.25 themes per story out of 12 (controls: mean = 6.96;
S.D. = 2.02; range = 4.5–10.5). However, his thematic coherence score, expressed as
a ratio of the number of points scored for order deviation and the total number
of themes, was much higher than controls’ (controls: mean = 0.035; S.D. = 0.036).
Whereas the controls’ range on this ratio was 0–0.097, K.C.’s score was 0.285. Thus,
despite relatively normal performance with regard to the number of themes pro-
duced, K.C.’s stories were disorganized and lacked coherence.
pairment of detail generation and binding: Evidence from personal,
016/j.neuropsychologia.2008.11.028

Fig. 4. Hit rate and false alarm rate (FA) for K.C. and controls on recognition of
true and false details from semantic narratives. Error bars represent maximum and
minimum scores by controls.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2008.11.028
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Taken together, the results of Experiment 1 were supported by a complementary
nding of deficient recounting of fairy tales and bible stories from remote semantic
emory at recall. However, the thematic elements of the stories at recall and iden-

ification of true from false details at recognition were intact. The demonstration
f impaired performance when narratives have a pre-existing form, when the story
etails are maintained in storage, and when self-projection is not needed, suggests
hat K.C.’s amnesia entails more than a loss of information necessary for construct-
ng elaborate and coherent descriptions. An additional reconstructive process is also
aulty.

. Discussion

This study addressed whether extensive remote memory loss
pecific to autobiographical information in amnesia is due to an
nability to represent episodic details in long-term AM or to a

ore general construction deficit that does not permit generation
r binding of details, independent of AM. K.C. had the most diffi-
ulty in reconstructing memories of events he experienced in the
ast, but he also was impaired in constructing from imagination
etailed events that were never personally experienced, as well as
on-personal semantic narratives that were learned many years
rior to his injury. The findings suggest that an inability to access
elf-relevant, episodic details from memory, as well as difficulty
n binding details into a coherent narrative structure, even when
hey were semantic in nature, both contribute to K.C.’s impaired
M. Though impaired overall on the latter two tasks, K.C. was able,
onetheless, to generate the gist and some details of personal and
on-personal narratives. Moreover, tests of recognition of the ele-
ents of fairy tales and bible stories indicated that his knowledge

f them was preserved. This preservation stands in stark contrast to
is virtually non-existent AM (Rosenbaum et al., 2004, 2005) even
hen tested with recognition (Gilboa et al., 2006a).

There has been a recent surge of interest in the relation of
pisodic memory, and the structures that mediate it, to non-
nemonic abilities, such as imagination (e.g., Buckner & Carroll,

007; Hassabis, Kumaran, & Maguire, 2007; Schacter et al., 2007;
uddendorf & Corballis, 2007; Tulving, 1985). Indeed, it is becom-
ng apparent that the hippocampus, a structure that is critical to
pisodic memory, also may be involved in perception, imagination,
nd planning for the future, processes in which amnesic individu-
ls are impaired (Graham et al., 2006; Hassabis, Kumaran, & Vann,
t al., 2007; Klein et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2005; Moscovitch, 2008).
hese findings are consistent with recent neuroimaging evidence
f a common neural substrate underlying AM and imagining of
urrent or future events (Addis & Schacter, 2008; Addis, Wong,

Schacter, 2007; Hassabis, Kumaran, & Maguire, 2007; Szpunar,
atson, & McDermott, 2007). The current study extends these abili-

ies to include imagined scenarios of premorbid personal life events
s well as non-personal semantic narratives. K.C.’s generation of
ctional event details appears to be severely deficient when his

magination is oriented to the past, as it is when oriented to the
uture (Tulving, 1985). Structured probing seemed to alleviate this
eficit to some extent, but his performance was still significantly
elow that of controls for all imagined time periods.

K.C.’s inability to produce rich, coherent narratives, whether per-
onal or non-personal, contrasts with his preserved knowledge of
he gist of semantic narratives as reflected in his thematic score
t recall, and his retained ability to identify true story details at
ecognition. This pattern of results may be understood better in the
ontext of other areas of preservation and impairment exhibited
y K.C. Previous investigations showed overall better performance
or general semantic memory (Westmacott, Leach, Freedman, &
Please cite this article in press as: Rosenbaum, R. S., et al. Amnesia as an im
fictional, and semantic narratives in K.C. Neuropsychologia (2009), doi:10.1

oscovitch, 2001) than for autobiographical episodic and personal
emantic memory, both for recall (Rosenbaum et al., 2004) and
ecognition (Gilboa et al., 2006a). In an earlier study, we tested K.C.
n a wide range of visual imagery tests to determine if it is a lack
f visual imagery due to medial occipital damage that accounts for
 PRESS
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his poor episodic memory performance (Rosenbaum et al., 2004).
Not only was he able to comment on the appearance and spatial
location of imagined objects, but he was also able to draw on this
existing semantic knowledge to manipulate and recombine static
images into new ones. K.C.’s amnesia could not be due entirely to a
strategic retrieval deficit related to frontal lobe damage, as he did
not benefit from structured probing during retrieval of past per-
sonal events as do other frontal patients with more basic retrieval
problems (Levine, 2004). The latter was confirmed in a test of K.C.’s
ability to distinguish details relating to events that he had experi-
enced across his lifetime from those that he had never experienced
on a recognition measure of AM (Gilboa et al., 2006a). Although the
details invented were plausible in the context of the participants’
lives, K.C. showed near-chance performance, whether the details
were episodic, generic, or semantic in nature, whereas control par-
ticipants had little difficulty distinguishing true from false details
of any sort.

In the current study, K.C.’s performance on the fairy tale/bible
story measure of non-personal narrative reconstruction fell some-
where between his generally intact semantic memory but impaired
AM. The difference may be due to the dynamic quality of narra-
tives in comparison to isolated semantic facts. However, it may also
suggest that distinctions between detailed and schematic represen-
tations can exist within semantic memory for narratives, much like
those identified in remote spatial memory based on studies with
K.C. (Rosenbaum et al., 2000; Rosenbaum, Winocur, & Moscovitch,
2001). Indeed, previous work has demonstrated that allocentric
relations among landmarks contained within old neighbourhoods
are retained, whereas specific details that may be incidental to nav-
igation, such as the visual identity of neighbourhood houses, are
lost.

One possible explanation for this deficit is that there is a normal
tendency to rely on true AM’s when generating fictional details.
This idea is captured by the “constructive-episodic-simulation
hypothesis” recently proposed by Schacter and Addis (2007), which
views future imagining as a simulation based on the reformula-
tion of various event details from past personal experiences. If,
however, participants must rely on their personal episodic mem-
ory to construct novel events, then K.C.’s retrieval of semantic
narratives should have been within the control range. This was
not the case, even when the information needed to construct
the narratives was available to him. Moreover, as a further com-
parison, K.C. and a control participant were asked to construct
fictional stories about events that were unlikely ever to have
happened to them given life circumstances. Preliminary findings
indicated that, unlike the control participant, K.C.’s narratives for
implausible happenings were comparable to those for plausible
happenings, making it unlikely that he unintentionally drew on
personal experiences when instructed not to provide details of
true episodes on the fictional event test. Thus, although the loss
of episodic memories may exacerbate his condition, there are
additional impairments that account for the full spectrum of his
deficits.

A related hypothesis is that a process of self-projection is essen-
tial to both episodic remembering and imagining, and accounts
for the high degree of overlap in the neural networks engaged
across neuroimaging studies of these and related abilities (Buckner
& Carroll, 2007). Insofar as ToM is related to self-projection, the
evidence indicates that ToM and AM can be uncoupled. Although
it shares with AM a neural substrate based on neuroimaging data
(Buckner & Carroll, 2007), ToM appears to be preserved in K.C.
pairment of detail generation and binding: Evidence from personal,
016/j.neuropsychologia.2008.11.028

despite his AM impairment (Rosenbaum et al., 2007). This finding
indicates that AM can be impaired despite preserved self-projection
and, conversely, that imagining others’ thoughts does not depend
on the ability to re-experience details of past episodes that are
relevant to the other person’s current situation.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2008.11.028
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Overall, two parallel deficits may be at work, one relating to
issing bits of information that would normally lend to the rich-

ess of a narrative, and the other to the fragmented composition of
hose bits into a narrative that lacks coherence. This interpretation
s in line with the one proposed by Hassabis, Kumaran, and Vann,
t al. (2007) to account for the finding that amnesic patients are
nly able to envision fragmented images of commonplace scenes,
uch as a day at the beach. They believed that the scenes would
ncourage participants to draw on repeated past experiences (i.e.,
eneric memories) rather than a single unique event. We, too, found
hat under more structured conditions, K.C. is capable of generat-
ng fragments, possibly due to basic associative processes, but even
hen he is unable to assemble those fragments into narratives that
re rich in detail. Our paradigm did not include a measure of spa-
ial coherence, but analyses based on detail type suggested that the
parseness of detail characteristic of K.C.’s narratives was not spe-
ific to the spatial domain, perhaps because participants were asked
o construct plausible scenarios rather than scenes. Although the
scene construction” explanation remains viable, another alterna-
ive is that the online binding process itself is essential to dynamic
arrative generation, in place of or in addition to the process of
reating a spatial context in which details of narratives are bound.
n that sense, the deficit may reflect, more generally, the break-
own of a common constructive process that is associated equally
ith AA and RA, as the relational-binding hypotheses would pre-
ict (Eichenbaum, 2004; Eichenbaum et al., 1994; Ryan et al.,
000).

We propose a novel application of a framework that treats
detailed’ and gist-like, ‘schematic’ representations as complemen-
ary systems that differ in terms of their underlying cognitive
rocesses and neural circuitry, and that may partially apply to both
emory and non-memory domains. This framework incorporates

nd extends aspects of Multiple Trace Theory (MTT) as advanced
y Nadel and Moscovitch (1997, 2001), but makes more specific
redictions with respect to the fate of non-mnemonic represen-
ations in MTL and neocortical regions. What may be lost in AA
nd RA is the ability to generate detailed aspects of narratives,
hether of real or imagined experiences or stories, although the

ist is retained. It remains to be seen through studies of patients
ith focal AA or RA whether this process is identical for novel pat-

erns of information as in AA and for re-activation of old ones as in
A.

Although K.C. has extensive bilateral damage to the hippocam-
us, he also has damage to other regions, preventing us from
scribing his deficits exclusively to hippocampal damage. Never-
heless, his deficits are consistent with those of other patients
ith hippocampal damage, both on these tasks and on others we

onducted throughout the years (Rosenbaum et al., 2005). The hip-
ocampus is needed to link together local elements that can be
eld as a unit in working memory (Hannula & Ranganath, 2008;
yan et al., 2000). It is also needed to refer to recently constructed
lements that are held in memory and may serve as indices of how
uch more detail needs to be added. This is an associative process.

he various units are assembled by the prefrontal cortex so that the
arrative makes sense at a global level. This is a more hierarchical
rocess. It is significant in this regard that the overall structure of
.C.’s narratives is appropriate but that the local elements are faulty
r poorly detailed.

In sum, the current results suggest that K.C.’s retrograde AM
eficit reflects both loss of details from storage as well as an

nability to bind together the few details that remain. Future
Please cite this article in press as: Rosenbaum, R. S., et al. Amnesia as an im
fictional, and semantic narratives in K.C. Neuropsychologia (2009), doi:10.1

nvestigation is needed to determine if both types of deficit arise
n patients with more circumscribed lesions to the hippocam-
us and prefrontal cortex, and whether these deficits are distinct
rom those implicated in “scene construction” or contribute to
hem.
 PRESS
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